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GEOGRAPHY OF CHINA
GEOG. 366


Sept. 6  Introduction
8  Video: The Heart of the Dragon -- Remembering
11 Video: The Heart of the Dragon -- Believing
13 Introduction (continued)
15 Introduction (continued)
18 Physical Geography of China
20 Slides: Tibet
22 Physical Geog. (continued)
25 Slides: Juizhai Guo and Guilin
27 Physical Geog. (continued)
29 Slides: Mt. Huangshan

Oct. 2  Physical Geog. (continued)
4  Map Exam
6  Slides: The Yangtze Gorge
9  Physical Geog. (continued)
11  Physical Geog. (continued)
13  Physical Geog. (continued)
16  Population, Distribution, problems, and policies
18  Mid-Term Exam
20  Population (continued)
23  Video: The Heart of the Dragon -- Living
25  Population (continued)
27  Discussion day -- Topic to be assigned.
30  Agriculture and agricultural policies

Nov. 1  Agriculture (continued). Movie: Wet Culture Rice
3  Agriculture (continued)
6  Agriculture: Dong Jiao, Miao Yuan, and Xizhubu. Slides
8  Discussion day -- Topic to be assigned
10  Holiday
13  Transportation
15  Discussion day -- topic to be assigned
17  Resource availability
20  Video: The Heart of the Dragon -- Eating
22  Holiday
24  Holiday
27  Industry and Industrial Policies
29  Discussion day -- Topic to be assigned
Dec.  1  Industry (continued)
  3  Industry (continued)
  6  Industry (continued)
  8  Discussion day -- Topic to be assigned
 10  Industry (continued)
 13  Taiwan
 15  Hongkong and Macao
 17  Study Day
22  FINAL EXAM, Friday, 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Attendance Policy -- Class attendance is mandatory. You are allowed a maximum of 3 missed days without penalty*. The following are penalties beyond 3 days:

4-6 days; one letter grade
7-9 days; two letter grades
10-12 days; three letter grades
13-15 days; four letter grades

* Special circumstances may allow some flexibility with approval by your professor, but reasons must be considered valid in his mind. Job related excuses are not likely to be approved.